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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose methods for the improvement of performance of a MapReduce program when it is used for incremental processing. 
Incremental processing is generally used where data is refreshed periodically to reflect small changes to the input dataset. To reduce the delay in 
re-computing unchanged data, we introduce methods that selectively compute only data that has been altered. It incorporates the concept of Bloom 
Filter. Bloom filter is a space-efficient data structure, that can with a certain probability check if the data is modified or not. Traditional systems 
process the entire data when even a small percentage or none of data is changed. This is time-consuming as well as consumes a huge number of 
CPU clock cycles additionally to process data that has not been changed. In order to reduce the wastage of CPU clock cycles, a system is proposed 
wherein a method of execution using Bloom Filter helps improve the performance of the system up to 17 % when compared to existing system. 
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1. Introduction 
With the evolution of technology, the cost per bit of data has gone down drastically. This has led to the introduction of the concept of Big data. 
The emergence of tremendous data from various sources overwhelmed the traditional computing techniques which soon became incapable of 
handling such data. The sources of data increased that its volume, variety, veracity, velocity became the key V’s of consideration although other 
parameters like complexity, variability, visualisation etc. were suggested. 
1.1. MapReduce 
The MapReduce framework helps easily write applications which process large amounts of data, up to several Terabytes, in parallel on large 
clusters, consisting of hundreds of nodes made using commodity hardware, with highly reliable and fault-tolerant manner. The key idea behind 
MapReduce is mapping the data set into a collection of <key, value> pairs, and then reducing all the pairs with the same key. 
A MapReduce task segregates the input data into several independent blocks each of which are then processed by the map process in parallel 
as shown in Fig 1(a). The output of the Map task is then passed to the shuffle task. There is TaskTracker that keeps the status of the tasks running 
and is responsible for the completion of the task. The TaskTracker respawns failed tasks to ensure completion. The Reducer stage has three stages 
– shuffle phase, sort phase and the reduce phase. In the Shuffle phase, the output from the Mappers is given to the Reducer after sorting it. The 
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MapReduce framework then gathers the portion of the output from all the mappers using HTTP protocol. During the Sort phase, the MapReduce 
programming framework then groups the outputs that have the same inputs by the assigned keys value.  
Both the shuffle phase and sort phase occur parallelly. The mapper program output pieces are fetched simultaneously as they get merged. A 
secondary sort is used when equivalence rules that are used for the grouping of intermediate keys are different from those for grouping keys that 
are used before reduction. It is often used to track how intermediate keys are grouped together, and be used in additionally to simulate secondary 
sort on values. The final phase of the MapReduce program is the reduce phase. The reduce phase uses results from shuffler as input and parallelly 
run them across several reducers. The reduce tasks are then consolidated into the final result.  
1.2. Advantages of MapReduce programming 
The advantages of MapReduce programming are Scalability, Cost-effective solution, Flexibility in environment, Fast Execution, Security and 
Authentication, Parallel processing, Availability and resilient nature. These advantages of MapReduce approach are often taken advantage to 
implement various algorithms. 
2. HDFS Architecture 
Hadoop is a distributed processing system developed by Apache. The performance of Hadoop is maximum when the tasks are independent of 
each other. Hadoop comprises of a storage component HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and a processing component (MapReduce). The 
general structure of HDFS is shown in Fig 2. Hadoop splits files into large chunks and distributes them to the processing elements of the 
distributed system. The system moves the code closer to data rather than moving the data to the code. The latter is costlier (time consuming) when 
compared to the former. This approach is known of principle of data locality. In this method, the nodes process the data that they have on site 
rather than importing the data off-site. HDFS comprises of the following components: 
2.1. NameNode 
It is the master of the system. It contains meta data. The metadata stores the information regarding the file fragments and the replicas stored 
across the DataNodes. The NameNode performs the task managing functions by assigning the execution to the slave nodes or data nodes. The 
NameNode ensures that a task completes successfully and handles the failure of the slave nodes (data nodes) by using the replicas of the 
fragments.  
2.2. DataNodes 
They are the also called slaves. They are deployed on each distributed machine and provide storage as well as processing power to the system. 
They fulfil the read and write requests for the clients. 
2.3. Secondary NameNode 
Their primarily responsibility is creating periodic checkpoints during the system functioning to facilitate rollback when any failure occurs. 
When a NameNode fails, it can be restarted using the checkpoint.  
A failure of any DataNode is detected using the heartbeat signal. The NameNode periodically checks the liveness of each of the slaves in the 
system. When a DataNode does not respond at the expiry of a timer, it is assumed to be dead. The failure of NameNode was a Single Point of 
Failure(SPOF) until Hadoop v2.0. Thereafter the distributed system can have multiple NameNode running. When a NameNode fails any other 
NameNode can take over. This provides high resilience to failures 
3. Incremental processing 
In incremental processing, the system has a huge repository of data that is updated as the incoming data is processed. The size of the incoming 
data is very small when compared to the size of the existing data. Incremental processing is widespread used in areas such as searching, indexing. 
When a new content is added instead of computing the whole data again, the system propagates the changes saving the execution time. 
Incremental processing of data is done in chunks so that the data modification is done only for the necessary areas. 
4. Bloom Filter  
4.1. Principle of Operation 
The Bloom filter is a (probabilistic) data structure for performing approximate membership queries. The use of a Bloom filter uses a constant 
memory. If a Bloom filter gives a false, it means that the data has not occurred. When it gives a true, it means that the value may have occurred 
(with a certain level of certainty). This is because of the occurrence of false positives. By using several Bloom filters, the probability of a false 
positive can be minimised. Bloom filters have many network applications that support quick matching of membership query because of their 
randomized, space-efficient data structure with a reasonable or limited probability of occurrence of false answers. A Bloom filter has constant time 
complexity in both adding items as well as for checking the membership of a data value. This is because the data presence is detected using hash 
functions and a message bit set. The size of the bet set is much smaller when compared to the whole data. The hash functions that are used in 
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Bloom filters, collisions in the hash values does not have a significant effect on its performance, as they are rare. It is important that the outputs be 
evenly and randomly distributed throughout the bit set. Hence, the performance of the system is dependent mainly on the performance of the hash 
function. The probability of a Bloom filter to generate an answer true when the data has not been present is call a false positive. A false probability 
in a Bloom filter is proportional to the ratio of bits that are set to the number of bits not set raised to the power of the number of hash functions. 
The probability of false positive can be reduced in two ways−increasing the size of the bitset or by increasing the number of hash functions. 
5. System Architecture 
The architecture of the data store implemented is shown in Fig 3. It represents how the data elements are stored and represented when an 
increment is added. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) MapReduce normal flow    (b) Mapreduce flow using Bloom Filter. 
The algorithm in its initial run performs similarly to the plain MapReduce program. It takes the input and splits them into data blocks and then 
reduce them separately and then run the reducer task on them. The result is combined to get the final result.During the successive run of the 
program, the data that is modified is detected using the Bloom filter as shown in Fig.1(b). The data that the Bloom filter finds to be changed is 
executed and the final result is recomputed using the results of the previous iteration. 
During the incremental run as shown in Fig 5, only the data that is modified is compiled again and not the complete input set. The newly 
inserted data is passed to a reducer and the reducer is run again. If the data is not modified, then the reducer just passes the previous result. A bit 
set used in the Bloom Filter is used to identify if the data is changed or not. 
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Fig. 2. Iterative MapReduce during successive iterations. 
6. Mathematical Modelling of Bloom Filter. 
The efficiency of a Bloom filter is measured as the probability of occurrence of false positives. 
Let ‘b’ denote the number of bits present in the bit set of the Bloom filter. The probability that the bit is not set is 
ቀͳെ ͳܾቁ    (1) 
Let there be k hash function, the probability of any of those bits set is 
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Optimising the Bloom filter performance, we take the derivative and equate to 0. 
kopt = 
ܾ
݊ ln 2   (6) 
The probability of false positives increases with the number inputs and decreases with the increase in the size of the Bloom Filter. 
7. Algorithms 
Algorithm 1: MapReduce Initial run 
Data: Input data set for the MapReduce during the initial run. 
Function: MapReduce(Data Set) 
for every data element in datasetdo 
 /*  Generate Key, Value pair for every element  */ 
 (K,V) ← Mapper(Data) 
 /*  Insert data into the Bloom filter for the corresponding reducer */ 
 Insert(value) 
 Reduce() 
 end 
end 
The first time the algorithm is run, it is similar to the plain MapReduce program. This is because there is no previous bit set that can be used 
to compare the inputs. Hence all the input is mapped and reduced while the Bloom Filter algorithm is run. 
Algorithm 2:  Bloom filter insertion 
Data: Let x the object that is to be inserted into the Bloom filter. 
Function: Insert(x) 
begin 
for i in  1…. k do 
/* Apply all the hash functions to input x*/ 
j ← hi(x); 
if Bj= 0 then 
/* Bloom filter’s bit unset atposition j, so set it*/ 
Bj ←1; 
end 
end 
The bloom filter algorithm insertion computes the hash function values for every input it receives. These values are used to set the locations 
correspondingly to 1 in the bit set. 
Algorithm 3:  MapReduce in iterative run. 
Input Data: Input data set for the MapReduce during the iterative run. 
Function MapReduce(Data Set) 
begin 
for every data element in data set do 
/*  Generate Key,Value pair for every element  */ 
(K,V) ← Mapper(Data with) 
/*  Insert data into the Bloom filter for the corresponding reducer */ 
Insert(value) 
/*  For every modified element */ 
for every modified element x do 
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if ismember(x) for reducer  r  = True then 
invoke Reduce() for r 
end      
end 
end  
The iterative run of the MapReduce program uses the bloom filter that has been set on the previous iteration to compute thevalues that have 
been altered and then runs the Map and Reduce tasks only for those values that have been altered. 
 
Algorithm 4:  Bloom Filter membership test 
Input Data: Let x be the object key for which membership is tested. 
Function: ismember(x) returns value true or false according to its membership test 
begin 
m   ← True; 
i ←  1; 
while m == 1 and i ≤ k do 
j ←  hi(x); 
if Bj == 0 then 
m ←  False; 
end 
i  ←  i + 1; 
end 
return m; 
end 
The Membership checking function takes an input and computes the hash functions and generates the list of all the bits to be set for the 
corresponding data. Once the list is generated, the list is used to check if the bits at the locations are set or not. If all the bits at the locations are set, 
then the method returns a ‘true’. If at least one of the bit is not set, then the method returns a ‘false’. 
8. Implementation and Results 
The performance of the system was compared with each phase of the existing system and the systems proposed by others. The time for 
execution at each phase is measured and plotted. The system was implemented using Hadoop 2.5 cluster with each node of Intel core i5 and 4GB 
RAM. The implementation was clocked at various stages as well as compared with various algorithms. 
The proposed system was compared to each stages of its MapReduce execution-Map, Shuffle, Sort and Reduce and the execution time is 
plotted in Fig 3(a).It was observed that the performance of the system that incorporated Bloom filter was outperformed the system that did not use 
iterative computing. As shown in Fig 3(a), the plain MapReduce program did not perform well as it repeated every step of the MapReduce 
program. The iterative MapReduce concept achieved a greater performance than the traditional MapReduce program. 
The plain MapReduce program executes the completely executes all the inputs irrespective of whether they have been processed earlier or not. 
The IterMR computes the data much more efficiently than the plain MR, but still suffers from several fallouts as it is designed for iterative 
processes.  
Fig. 3. (a)    Performance analysis with various algorithms using 
normalised execution time. 
(b) Run time of various stages in Word Count Program  
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The IncMR designed for incremental processing gives a great performance improvement over several rounds of execution. The first iteration is 
same as the plain MapReduce program. The first phase generates the bit map of the Bloom filter. Once this is finished, the iterations that succeeds 
uses the Bloom filter bitmap of the previous iteration to selectively compute the data that has been modified since the previous iteration.  
9. Conclusion and future work 
In this work we proposed the incorporation of Bloom Filter to improve the performance of MapReduce programs. The primary advantage of 
using a Bloom filter is to efficiently compute the presence or absence of data with very high spatial efficiency. We observed that the program 
execution time was reduced when compared to plain MapReduce program and also improved significantly when compared with existing system. 
 
This method can be incorporated into the MapReduce framework so that the MapReduce program need not be modified. The programmer 
programs the system without any modifications. The internal functioning takes care of the increments.  
Further enhancements in the use of Bloom Filter such as multilevel Bloom Filters or Bloom Filters that support deletions can be also 
incorporated to give added performance improvements. 
Improvements in the fault tolerance by the distribution of the Bloom filter data is an area of development. Also, this would increase the 
performance parametric by avoiding bottlenecks and also removing Single Point of Failure. 
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